PMO Summit: The Meeting Point for PMOs in Turkiye
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20 February 2024 - PMOs operate under various names and structures in various sectors. PMOs are positioned differently; some are operational, some are strategic, and some are positioned somewhere in between. Put simply, organizations use the best structure possible to try to meet their needs and expectations.

Although diversity makes it difficult to have a single formula for PMO success, it also presents a chance to create various strategies that can handle the inherent complexity found in organizations. But for organizations, figuring out what these various strategies ought to be can become an expensive process of trial and error. Hence, PMO Summit aims to bring PMOs together to increase interaction which may lead to sharing and learning from unique experiences.

Mustafa Hafizoglu has been organizing PMO Summits for the past five years, with the goal of capturing the dynamics of a changing world. Furthermore, PMO Summit aims to serve as a guide for PMOs on their journey of development. This year PMO Summit will be organized in Izmir for the first time on March 9. There will be 19+1 speakers, 2 keynotes, 1 panel, and 1 workshop. The last speaker (+1) is not a human but AI. Maybe it would be the first time that there will be a non-human speaker in an event. The following topics will be covered: Project Management in Green Energy, the key for corporate transformation, PMOs role for sustainability and innovation, In the Wake of Strategy: A Sailing Adventure, Binding Leader, Future Project Leaders: Team Coaching, Business agility and effective leadership.

For more information, please check the web site of the summit: www.pyozirvesi.com/izmir